
Introduction to Maps



• A map is any concrete or abstract representation of the 
features that occur on or near the surface of the earth 
or other celestial bodies at a greatly reduced size.

• Any geographical image of the environment.
• A two-dimensional representation of the spatial 

distribution of selected phenomena

What is a map?



• To represent a larger area than we can see
• To show a phenomenon or process we can’t see with 

our eyes
• To present information concisely
• To show spatial relationships

Why make maps?



Represent a larger area



Show what we can’t see



Present info concisely



Show spatial relationships



• Maps are selective views of reality
• Size of the map relative to reality (scale)
• What’s on the map (symbolization)
• Shape of the map (projection)
• Checking map orientation (North Arrow)

How do we read maps?



Common Map Elements



• Orientation is the way that the map is aligned relative 
to the earth’s surface

• Typically (but not always) oriented with north at the top
• North is usually shown with a north arrow

Orientation



• Insets are small additional maps 
included in the main map
– Enlargement of the portion of the 

mapped area
– Locator map, showing where the 

mapped region lies in relation to a 
larger, better known region

– Areas that are related to the main 
map (e.g. Alaska, Hawaii, etc.)

– Additional information
• Insets often include their own 

legend, scale, orientation, and 
other features as needed

Insets



• Scale is the ratio between the size of features on the 
map and the size of the same feature on the ground

• Scale is a fraction
• Larger area covered means larger denominator
• So a large-scale map covers a small area

• Scales can be…
– Representative fraction: 1:24,000
– Word statement: “One to twenty-four thousand”
– Graphic scale 

Map scale



• Ratio of the distance on the map to the distance on the 
ground

• Graphic:

• Stays the same when photocopied
• Might not be right for the whole map 

Map scale



• Verbal:
» 1 inch equals 10 miles

• Easy to understand
• Can change if photocopied

Map scale



• Representative fraction or ratio:
» 1:24,000

• Units don’t matter
• Can change if photocopied

Map scale





Large-scale

Small-scale



• Symbols are a code instead of text
• Three kinds: point, line, area
• Consider shape, size, orientation, pattern, color, value

Map symbolization



Visual Variables for Spatial Data



• Every symbol counts as one occurrence
• Qualitative points

– Indicate location
– Can also describe that location

• Quantitative points
– Show a distribution
– Indicate a value (graduated symbols)

Point symbols



Indicate location
Describe location



Show a distribution



Indicate a value



• A real map (cartographic map) is any tangible map 
product that has a permanent form and that can be 
directly viewed (hard copy)

• Virtual maps do not physically exist, but can be 
converted into hard copy

Maps can be real or virtual



• Images that can be directly viewed but are not 
permanent (e.g. on a computer screen)

• Mental images (mental maps)
• Map data – information gathered by researchers or 

remote sensing that is stored in tabular form (but may 
be viewed as an image)

Types of virtual maps



Mental Image



1) Planimetric Maps
2) Topographic Maps
3) Thematic Maps
4) Cartograms
5) Remotely sensed images

Map Categories



• Planimetric maps do not show relief features (e.g. 
elevation)

• Planimetric base maps are used to provide the 
framework for thematic maps (which present 
information about some special subject)

Planimetric Maps



Planimetric example



• Maps that show shape and elevation of terrain are 
called topographic maps
– Ex: Engineering maps, flood-prone area maps, landscape 

maps, etc.

• Maps that show water depth and the configuration of 
underwater topography are called bathymetric maps

Topographic Maps



Topo example



• Show information about special topics superimposed 
on a base map

• Types of thematic maps include geologic, forestry, soil, 
land-use, slope, and historical

Thematic Maps





• Data may be represented by:
– Dot-distribution maps
– Choropleth maps
– Isoline maps
– Flow maps
– Other symbols (e.g. proportional circles, bar graphs, etc.)

Thematic Map Data



Thematic map example



• Cartograms are created by substituting a different 
standard of measurement (time or cost, for example) 
for the distance measurements customarily used.

• This modifies size, shapes, and distances

Cartograms



Cartograms Example



• Will discuss in near future
• Major types are

– Aerial photographs
– Satellite images

Remotely sensed images



A celestial map from the 17th century, by the cartographer Frederik de Wit.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederik_de_Wit


Data  Information

Data – numbers, text, symbols
• Sea surface temperature, soil 

type, population density

Information – differentiated from 
data

• implying some degree of 
selection, organization, and 
preparation for particular 
purpose, or

• data given some degree of 
interpretation

Geographic Information
(map, digital form)

• Information about places on Earth’s 
surface
Geographic versus spatial

Geographic refers to Earth’s surface 
and near surface
Spatial refers to any space (more 
general)

• Knowledge about where something is
• Knowledge about what is at a given 

location

• Can be very detailed or very course
• Can be relatively static or change rapidly
• Can be very sparse or voluminous





A typical GIS process

1. Understanding basic geographic concepts
– Projections, datums, coordinate systems
– Reading maps

2. Formulating a game plan
– Planning the process

3. Acquiring data
– Data storage formats
– Data sources
– Data challenges

4. Database manipulation
– Attribute data
– Database management
– Computer database types

5. Analysis techniques
– Spatial analysis
– Models and modeling

 Cartographic
 Interpolation
 Dynamic modelling

6. Presenting the results
– Map creation and design



Evolution of GIS: From Stand-alone to Web Services

Stand-alone systems 
(workstations)

Data tightly integrated 
with system

Desktop mapping

Databases with spatial 
extensions, SDE

Embedabble GIS 
components

Web mapping

Unbundled GIS into 
autonomous services

Distributed and 
interoperable GIS 

services

-Lower costs of PC
-Faster processing

-Internet (html, cgi, java)
-Client/Server
-Middleware (Corba)

-Wireless and mobile computing
-Internet technologies (eg.XML)
-Role of GIS in Enterprises
-Availability spatial data



GIS Web Service Chain

Reprojection
Service

Web
Coverage Service

Web 
Coverage Service

Portrayal
Service

Portrayal service assembles
orthoimage from several imagery
services

Reprojection service
the image from one coordinate
system to another one

Vector Data

Provider Service

Vector data provider service
returns a certain layer at the
extent specified

Overlay
Service

Overlay service overlays the input
image and the vector data and
sends the overlay to the client

To Client
Web

Coverage Service
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